Using piazza

BBM103 Introduction to Programming Lab 1

Fall 2019
Signing in to Piazza

• Visit https://piazza.com/hacettepe.edu.tr/fall2019/bbm101
1. Click on **Join as Student**

2. Click on **Join Classes**
3. Enter your hacettepe.edu.tr or cs.hacettepe.edu.tr email
4. Click on Submit Email
Check the E-mail you specified for **activation code** sent by Piazza

Activate your Piazza Account for your enrollment in BBM 101.

Piazza Team <no-reply@piazza.com>

Thank you for joining Piazza!

Your email, was just enrolled as a student in BBM 101 on Piazza, the social site for class Q&A! Piazza connects you to professors, TAs, and fellow students so that you can get the help you need when you need it. You can access Piazza from your computer or our free iPhone or Android app.

[Click this link to activate your account and set your password](https://www.piazza.com//first_login?token=TD5g6Hjletq&mc_id=ws_2) Or, if prompted, enter this activation code: TD5g6Hjletq

If you already have a Piazza account under a different email address, link:

Thanks,
The Piazza Team
team@piazza.com

**5. Copy this activation code**
6. Paste the activation code here and click on **Submit Code**
7. Enter your full name and surname and choose a password for your Piazza account

8. Choose Undergraduate program and Computer Engineering as Major. Also select the anticipated date of completion (4 years from now)

9. Accept the terms of service by clicking on the box and click Continue
Navigating through Piazza

Welcome to Piazza!
Click anywhere to dismiss this tutorial.

Questions from your class appear here.

Adjust account settings, including email notifications.
Posts appear in the left menu. Click on a post to read it.
To write a new post (e.g., to ask a question) click on New Post.

Important note: Before you ask a question, make sure that it hasn’t already been answered.
Enter the subject of your post. Try to be clear and concise as much as possible.

Select the related folder.

Clearly state your question giving all necessary information about the problem you encountered.

Post your question for others to see and comment.
Below an unresolved question there are fields for either starting off a collective students' answer or a new follow-up discussion related to the question.
You are expected to:

• Regularly visit Piazza and follow the course announcements and updates.

• Be aware of the discussion on Piazza.

• Ask your questions about the course topics and problems you encounter while working on your assignments.

• Make sure that the same question you have has not already been asked and answered in order to avoid redundant discussion.

• Help your classmates by answering their questions or giving an idea about how they might approach solving their problems.
Exercise

• Sign in to Piazza.

• Read the post “Welcome to Piazza!”

• Read another post and comment on it or start a new follow-up discussion.

Exercise objective: Get comfortable with navigating through Piazza and joining the discussion.
BBM 101-103 Course Website

• https://web.cs.hacettepe.edu.tr/~bbm101/

• Course Info
• Syllabus
• Lecture Slides
• Assignments and Deadlines
• Course Schedule
• Instructors’ Contact Info and Office Hours
• Reading Material
• Other Resources
BBM 103 Grading Policy

- Quizzes 25% (the lowest 1 quiz grades will be dropped)
- Assignment 1 4%
- Assignment 2 10%
- Assignment 3 20%
- Assignment 4 20%
- Assignment 5 20%
- First week attendance 1%